Law Applicable Concession Agreements Status
legal aspects of drafting concession agreement for ppp - concession agreements right to collect user
fee : nature of right that can be vested depends on applicable law. in certain sectors determination of tariff is
subject to regulatory approval. in absence of statutory regulation relating to determination of tariff, the
concession agreement provides for regulation and manner of determination. international public contracts
: applicable law and ... - international public contracts : applicable law and dispute resolution p. wautelet
(university of liège) ... it is relevant to focus on the law applicable to such agreements. the importance of ... the
claimant submitted a legal opinion stating that concession contracts should under libyan law be considered to
belong to the category of ... applicable (substantive) law in international commercial ... - applicable
(substantive) law in international commercial arbitration generally ... correct choice of the law applicable to an
international commercial contract. this is the principle of the autonomy of the parties. ... particularly in oil
concession agreements, is the inclusion of stabilisation clauses. these are main features of a modern
concession law - world bank - core principles for a modern concession law (mcl) ... with flexibility over the
content of the concession agreements including tariffs, to make projects bankable. ... applicable law, including
ideally, through international arbitration and of enforcement of arbitral awards. concession agreements in
infrastructure sect - concession in a manner that is resulting in an abuse of dominance or in a manner that
is resulting in a material adverse effect on the competition in a relevant market or any other violation of
competition law. main principles of competition law applicable to concession agreements governing-law
clauses of loan agreements in international ... - governing-law clauses of loan agreements in
international project financing i. introduction most of the authors who have written on the subject of choice of
law have regarded the area as very complicated and turbulent. ' this article deals with choice of law in the
context of loan agreements used in international project law on concessions - the council for the
development of ... - law of concession, legal affairs deptc/cib, unofficial translation. 6 article 15. except as
otherwise required by the express provisions in this law or any other applicable law, the contracting parties
shall mentioning into the concession contract such of matters as: conflict of laws in arbitration
agreements between ... - with the general policy and law of the developed and developing ' a public entity
may range from an autonomous public corporation to one or more of the branches of government. economic
agreements between a private party and the public enti-ty include short-term supply contracts, regimes set up
by concession agreements, and licen- development decision-making and the content of ... development law, of the importance of sovereignty, and of the rela tionship between national and international
law in the law applicable to development. introduction international development law (idl) is the branch of
interna tional law dealing with the rights and responsibilities of states and other actors in the development
process. legal analysis on public-private partnerships regarding ... - legal analysis on public-private
partnerships regarding model ppp rules guide) in 2001 and the uncitral model legislative provisions on
privately financed infrastructure projects (model provisions) in 2003, which provide a legal framework to
facilitate the accomplishment of ppp projects. however, they do not constitute a model law. libyan american
oil company (liamco) the libyan arab republic - a. law applicable to the determination of damages the
tribunal held that liamco was entitled to indemnification in accordance with the proper law of the concession
agreements. the proper legal provisions, as discussed above in more detail, were the principles common to
libyan and international law. 13.3 international arbitration and petroleum contracts - principles of law”
as applicable guidance. the painful exclusion of the islamic law as a possible source of solutions in both the
abu dhabi and qatar arbitrations, related to the construction and interpretation of middle eastern petroleum
concession agreements, was not repeated in any subsequent cases. starting with the aramco/saudi award of ...
assessment of the quality of the ppp legislation and of ... - the "law" or "ppp law": a law regulating any
form of ppp including but not limited to concession, bot, pfi, ippp and including, for the purpose of this
questionnair, the set of rules applicable to any ppp in the absence of a specific ppp law. the law oil and gas
law news - plmj - legislation applicable to the o&g sector, the existing framework of concession contracts,
which are deemed under the portuguese law general framework as administrative or public law contracts,
remains very simple.7 in fact, their provisions correspond mainly to what is established in dl 109/94 and in mo
790/94
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